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8 Comments

Roy Hives
I guess the government gets a slice, but who 'owns' the oil. Which corporate giant did we do this for?
Maybe I can get my fuel elsewhere.
Like · Reply · Nov 26, 2016 8:35pm

Em Arghh
Great article. Thanks Ella.
Like · Reply · Nov 26, 2016 11:20pm

Matthew Ryan Buckley · University of South Australia
I have long wondered by successive Australian politicians who armed the Suharto regime, had Australia
train Indonesian troops, and organised the theft of East Timor's oil have not been charged with complicity in
genocide, with crimes against peace, and with theft.
In Christopher Hitchens' book "The Trial Of Henry Kissinger", Hitchens laid out the case for the former
American Secretary of State/National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger to stand trial for war crimes. One of
the reasons Hitchens gives in the book is Henry Kissinger's encouragement of the Indonesian invasion of
East Timor.
If Henry Kissinger should stand trial for his encouragement for, and aiding of, the Indonesian invasion of
East Timor, then so should quite a number of Australian politicians from the Whitlam era to the Howard era.
Like · Reply ·
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Susan Connelly · Sydney, Australia
Good one! Thanks Ella.
Like · Reply · Nov 27, 2016 4:55am

Susan Connelly · Sydney, Australia
Of course it's the first declaration of Independence in 1975 being remembered tomorrow. I was wondering if
anyone in DFAT sees the irony in the current condemnations of Fidel Castro alongside the relative records
of Australia and Cuba in assisting the new nation of Timor-Leste. Cuba's promise to Timor on the occasion
of the second declaration of the Timorese Republic in 2002 was the gift of 1000 Cuban-trained Timorese
doctors, and they have delivered about 800 as far as I know. Australia has a small scholarship programme
that would take decades to match that practical support. Certainly, Australia has given 1 billion dollars worth
of aid since 1999 (includes salaries and fees for Australians, but still, sizeable). However, during the same
period of time, we have received tax revenue worth 2 billion dollars from a now exhausted oil and gas area,
Laminaria-Corallina, which lies totally in a disputed area of the Timor Sea. So there you go, we're a billion
dollars ahead.
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Susan Connelly · Sydney, Australia
So many Timorese anniversaries in November!
Like · Reply · Nov 27, 2016 5:08am

Ian MacDougall · University of Sydney
An excellent article from Ella Fabry.
It is worth remembering in this regard that Jose Rampos Horta said at the time of Timorese independence
that the people of East Timor would always remember John Howard for his contribution. "Keating, Evans
and the others who betrayed us, we will forget. But John Howard will be remembered."
If Keating had not been beaten by Howard in the previous Australian election, it would have been a different
story. All the way through, Keating had been brown-nosing his good friend the Indonesian dictator Suharto
for all he was worth, and condemned the independence of East Timor as a terrible mistake, insisting that it
should remain part of the Javanese Empire (sorry Paul, 'Indonesia'.)
I can't help remembering this when I read bilge praising Keating as a 'great statesman' in the left-of-centre
press.
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Ian MacDougall · University of Sydney
Jose Ramos-Horta.
Like · Reply · Nov 27, 2016 3:48pm

Mario Ricardo
Ian MacDougall you sir are entitled to you interpretation of the past accurances and what the past
and the present PM of the time did or did not do.
One thing for sure our late Gough Witlam was the first PM to sell out Timor Leste to the
Indonesians together with the USA the late President Gerald Ford and the Grim Reaper Henry
Kissinger, these two gave Suharto the go ahead to invade Timor Leste. The rest of the Australian
PM's had to follow the path and accept the government policy and commercial interests together
with the USA on it's side doing the same thing and the West Papua is a perfect ... See More
Like · Reply · 19 hrs

Ian MacDougall · University of Sydney
Mario Ricardo: I would not defend Whitlam. Despite his legal training, he was easily gulled.
He had a conversation with Suharto pre the Indonesian invasion, in which he expressed the view
that 1. he would like to see East Timor become part of Indonesia but 2. Indonesian incorporation
would have to be endorsed by a popular vote throughout East Timor.
Well, Suharto was only interested in point 1, though after the bloody Indonesian invasion they did
hold a sham referendum, which (surprise surprise) gave them a rigged endorsement. At the later
UN -supervised plebiscite in 1999 the courageous Eas... See More
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Marchella Perez · Manager at Ladang TUhan
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